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Using a variety of optical and electro-optical techniques, as well as dielectric spectroscopy,
we have investigated three homologues in the chiral liquid crystal series nF1M7, where n
denotes the length of the unbranched terminal chain. The main focus of the study is the series
of smectic C subphases, i.e. SmC*

a
, SmC*

1/3 and SmC*
1/4 . During switching in the SmC*

a
phase,

a peculiar redirection of the plane of biaxiality, distinguishing this phase from SmA* and
SmC*, was observed. We present a simple explanation for this behaviour which correlates well
with the clock model description of the SmC*

a
phase. We found a zero mesoscopic polarization

for the SmC*
1/4 phase and a non-zero mesoscopic polarization for SmC*

1/3 , observations which
are consistent with a distorted clock model. The dielectric spectroscopy investigations, per-
formed at several diŒerent cell gaps, clearly show that the dielectric response in these materials
is easily dominated by surface-induced structures if the cell gap is reduced, thus re� ecting
that the bulk thermodynamic phase exists in very thick cells only.

1. Introduction
Since the recognition of anticlinic order in smectic

liquid crystals [1], an intriguing problem for liquid
crystal scientists has been to understand what variants
of the chiral smectic C phase are possible and to elucidate
their structures. In particular, it has proved to be di� cult

CnH2n+1O
O

O

F
O

O

*
(S)

to obtain a coherent picture of the two phases often found Figure 1. Chemical structure of the investigated homologous
series (S)-nF1M7.between SmC* and SmC*

A , as well as to disclose the nature
of the SmC*

a
phase [2–4]. These three phases are often

few years it has become clear that the experimentalcollectively called the chiral smectic C subphases. Two
conditions under which the materials are studied maymain theoretical models have been proposed: the Ising
aŒect the phase behaviour to an extent previously notmodel [5] and the clock model [6], neither of which
commonly recognized [13–15]. In particular, a strongagrees with all the experimental evidence. Recently, it
surface in� uence may produce not only geometrieshas been proposed that the most realistic description
diŒerent from those of the bulk phases, but also largeof the subphases may be found using a distorted clock
shifts in phase transition temperatures, phase coexistencestructure [3, 7, 8].
and in some cases even complete expulsion of phasesNot only is the understanding of the subphases an
[16–20].important issue from a fundamental point of view, but

In this work we have studied three homologuesit has also been shown that the applicationally important
in a series of antiferroelectric liquid crystal materials,SmC* and SmC*

A phases may behave quite diŒerently
denoted (S)-nF1M7 (cf. � gure 1 and the table), togetherdepending on which other phases are present in the
representing all well-established† phases within the chiralphase sequence [9–12]. Furthermore, during the last

†Here we mean phases thermodynamically stable in bulk
samples in the absence of electric and magnetic � elds.*Author for correspondence; e-mail: jpf@fy.chalmers.se
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164 J. P. F. Lagerwall et al.

Table. Phase sequences on heating the homologues nF1M7, as obtained by dielectric spectroscopy measurements in thick
(# 40 mm) cells. Other techniques may give slightly diŒerent transition temperatures. Earlier reports on 12F1M7 [16, 21–23]
and 11F1M7 [24] present slightly diŒerent phase sequences for these compounds as the authors interpret the response
between SmC*

1/4 and SmA* diŒerently from us (see § 3.2.1). On cooling, supercooling eŒects are important and may explain
the slightly lower transition temperatures reported in, for instance, [15]. The saturated Ps and tilt angle values are
approximations 65 ß C below the transition between SmA* and SmC*/SmC*

a
[25].

n Phase sequence on heating (transition temperatures in ß C) Saturated Ps/nC m Õ 2 Saturated tilt/degrees

10 SmC*
A–76.5–SmC*

1/3–78.5–SmC*
1/4–81.5–SmC*

a
–84–SmA* 95 25

11 SmC*
A–70–SmC*

1/3–76–SmC*
1/4–80.5–SmC*–89–SmA* 105 27

12 SmC*
A–79.5–SmC*

1/3–83–SmC*
1/4–85–SmC*–92–SmA* 100 27

smectic C family. Experimental data from a variety of proposed by Lagerwall [15] and use the correspond-
ing wave number to denote the phases, thus referringinvestigative techniques, using several diŒerent sample

geometries, have been compared in order to distinguish to them as SmC*
1/3 (often called SmC*

c
) and SmC*

1/4
(sometimes referred to simply as ‘AF’).better those features which are truly characteristic of

the diŒerent phases from those that may be artefacts
originating from, for example, phase coexistence or

2. Experimentalsurface-induced structures. The results obtained can be
Conoscopic switching studies and optical spectroscopyunderstood using the distorted clock model, even though

measurements were performed on thick free-standingthey by no means prove it to be correct.
� lms (# 5000 smectic layers), which we regard as a goodAmong the three compounds studied in the present
approximation to bulk samples. The � lms were preparedwork, one, 12F1M7, has already been extensively studied
by spreading the compound over a slit-like opening inand described in the literature [21–23], often under the
a printed board. The board is equipped with coppercode name AS-573‡. We include it in our study mainly
electrodes permitting an electric � eld to be applied acrossfor completeness, enabling a comparison of our results
the � lm in the plane of the smectic layers. The width ofwith those of previous work. Reports on the two other
the slit in the direction of the applied � eld was 1 mm forhomologues are much scarcer, despite the fact that in
conoscopy studies and 3 mm for the spectrophotomete rmany respects they can be regarded as more interesting.
experiments. During the conoscopic investigations, theFor instance, the 11F1M7 compound, to our knowledge
electric � eld was generated by a Leader LFG-1300previously reported in only one publication by Panarin
frequency generator (adjusted frequency 1–2 Hz) andet al. [24], has unusually large temperature ranges of
ampli� ed by a high voltage ampli� er (Kepco BOP 1000M).the subphases between SmC* and SmC*

A . In the third
For temperature control, the � lm holder was placed oncompound, on which we have been unable to � nd any
an open Linkam heating stage. The � lm was observedreports in previous literature, the SmC* phase is replaced
in transmission using a Leica ortholux-II-pol microscopeby SmC*

a
. As will become clear below, this diŒerence

equipped with either linear or circular polarizers, a mono-has a drastic eŒect on the general phase behaviour; in
chromator, and a special microlens adapted for conoscopyparticular the response to increased surface in� uence is
(Nicon Mplan x40 0.5 ELDW 210/0). For measuringcompletely diŒerent from that of the two homologues
the optical transmittance as a function of wavelength,exhibiting the SmC* phase.
a Shimadzu 3101PC spectrophotomete r (190–3200 nmMany diŒerent names and abbreviations have been
measuring range) was used and the sample was insertedproposed for the subphases between SmC* and SmC*

A ,
such that the light beam entered the � lm at normalbut some of these suggest properties which are not
incidence, i.e. parallel to the smectic layer normal. Thenecessarily present (e.g. ferrielectricity) [26]. What seems
� lm thickness was estimated from the interference patternto be clear, however, is that the size of the unit cell, i.e.
observed in the spectrum. The sample temperature wasthe number of layers comprising the repeated structure,
controlled using a Julabo FP4 temperature regulatoris four for the high temperature phase and three for the
(Ô 0.1 ß C stability) . The transmittance was measured bothother one. Both the Ising model and the clock model
on cooling and on heating for all three compounds.predict these numbers and they have also recently been

Dielectric spectroscopy studies were performed usingcon� rmed experimentally for a limited number of com-
an HP 4192 dielectric bridge (5 Hz–13 MHz measuringpounds [4]. In this paper we follow the convention
range). The sample temperature was regulated using a
Julabo F25-HD temperature controller with a custom-‡In this paper we use the denomination nF1M7 as initially

proposed by Nishiyama et al. [26]. made liquid-heated hot stage (better than Ô 0.1 ß C stability) .
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165Phases and con� nement eVects in AFL Cs

All measurements were performed both on heating and All cell substrates were coated with polyimide to
on cooling, and three diŒerent values of the measuring ensure a planar alignment of the liquid crystal. Both
� eld (5, 12.5 and 20 mV mmÕ 1 ) were used in order to verify substrates of the cell type used for electro-optic measure-
that no artefacts due to an inappropriate measuring � eld ments were buŒed in the same direction, while the wedge
were introduced. The spectra presented here were taken cells used for dielectric spectroscopy had one buŒed and
with 12.5 mV mm Õ 1 measuring � eld strength, and no d.c. one unbuŒed substrate.
bias was applied during the course of the measurements. The polarization and tilt angle as a function of temper-

In order to obtain a good picture of how the cell ature have been measured previously [25] and selected
surfaces in� uence the liquid crystal, we developed a values are given in the table.
special type of wedge-shaped sample cell for dielectric
spectroscopy, permitting measurements at varying cell

3. Results and discussiongap; � gure 2 shows the construction of this cell. One
3.1. Free-standing � lmssubstrate carries a 4 mm wide electrode along the whole

3.1.1. Conoscopylength of the cell, while there are seven narrow (0.2–0.5 mm
Conoscopic images provide information about the shapewide) transverse electrodes, placed at diŒerent distances

and orientation of the macroscopic optical indicatrix,from one narrow end of the cell, on the other substrate.
which in smectic phases is related to both the molecularPrior to gluing the substrates together, a 50 mm mylar
polarizability and the arrangement of the molecules withinspacer is placed close to one narrow end of the cell. By
and across the layers. Distortions induced by electricrepeating the same measurement procedure with diŒerent
� elds (e.g. helix unwinding, variations of tilt angle, ortransverse electrodes connected to the equipment, we
changes in the unit cell composition) result in trans-were able to assess the in� uence of a decreasing cell gap
formations of the initial conoscopic image into one thaton the dielectric response, without moving the sample
is characteristic of the distorted phase architectureor even opening the hot stage. Moreover, as one single
[27]. Displacements of the entire image correspond tocell was used for all measurements , there were no variations
tilting of the indicatrix, while a splitting of the isogyresin alignment layers and cell preparation.
(the cross turning into two hyperbolae) corresponds toThe electro-optic studies were performed on the 10-
a transformation from a uniaxial to a biaxial structure.and 12 F1M7 homologues only, on cooling from the
In the tilted phases, which in the chiral compounds studiedSmA* phase. Transmission vs. voltage curves, taken at
here possess a helical macrostructure , the response can0.1, 1 and 10 Hz switching frequencies, were recorded
be quite complex. Conoscopy studies have been per-on a Gould 1624 oscilloscope using an SMT photo-
formed on the n 5 12 homologue by Panarin et al. [15]multiplier attached to a WILD M420 microscope. The
and Baylis et al. [21], but no previous work of this typeapplied � elds were generated by a Kiethley 3930A multi-
on 11- or 10 F1M7 is known to us.function synthesizer connected to a Krohn-Hite 7500

Very interesting is the conoscopic behaviour of thepower ampli� er. The samples (1.4, 4 and 10 mm cell gap)
SmC*

a
phase which, according to the clock model [6],were aligned by applying a square-wave a.c. � eld (100 Hz)

should be characterized by a small tilt and extremelyon slow cooling from the isotropic phase into SmA*.
short pitch (5–10 layers), incommensurate to the layer
spacing. On applying an electric � eld over such a
structure, we may expect to see two kinds of response.
First the electroclinic eŒect (� eld-induced change of the
tilt angle, h) will shift the conoscopic image perpen-
dicular to the � eld direction, re� ecting the tilting of the
macroscopic indicatrix. However, as this is now a helical
structure, the electroclinic eŒect will induce an observable
macroscopic biaxiality, i.e. a splitting of the isogyres,

distinctly diŒerent from the SmA* case. Provided that
the helix unwinding is small enough to be neglected, a
reasonable assumption for low � eld strengths in this
phase, the electroclinic eŒect will lead to a larger tilt angle
in layers where the polarization initially has a component

along the applied electric � eld, and a smaller tilt angle
in all other layers. This will lead to an isogyre splitting

50µm spacer

Substrate with transverse stripe electrodes

No spacer at this end

Cover substrate with longitudinal electrode

directed along the electric � eld, so the result will be anFigure 2. Construction of the wedge-shaped measurement
cell. image ‘stretched’ in the � eld direction, but shifted in a
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166 J. P. F. Lagerwall et al.

direction perpendicular to it. Such an image was indeed the intermediate state (same � gure and row, Ô 1000 V
pictures), a blurry image similar to that described byobserved at intermediate � eld strengths (below 1 V mm Õ 1 )

in the SmC*
a

phase of 10F1M7 (� gure 3, upper row). On Panarin et al. was observed. Most certainly, this is a
superposition of the two images formed at Ô 700 andincreasing the � eld to 1 V mm Õ 1, unwinding of the helix

was achieved and the isogyres split perpendicularly to Ô 1000 V, respectively, arising from the fact that the
transition from one state to the other does not takethe � eld.

Exactly the same behaviour should in principle be place instantaneously throughout the sample. Baylis
et al. do not describe the blurry image during switching,seen in the SmC* phase, but here the helix starts to

unwind even at rather low � eld strength, resulting in but in the same temperature region they experienced a
discrete jump from one low tilt state to the opposite,a large macroscopic biaxiality parallel to the tilting

direction, seen as an isogyre splitting perpendicular to with the helix rewinding only if the switched � eld was
turned oŒ.the applied � eld. In addition, as soon as the equilibrium

tilt angle becomes comparatively large (even some degrees A possible explanation for the diŒerences between our
study and those mentioned above is that we performedbelow the SmA*–SmC* transition) the contribution from

the electroclinic eŒect becomes negligible, so the expected the measurements on free-standing � lms while both
earlier studies were carried out using cells prepared withSmC* conoscopic response is what was observed for

11- and 12 F1M7 in this phase (� gure 3, lower row). a homeotropic alignment agent. In particular, in the
case of the Baylis et al. study, where the cell cannot beBoth Baylis et al. and Panarin et al. reported a

changing behaviour on cooling throughout the SmC* considered very thick (23 mm), one can contemplate the
presence of surface pinning eŒects, which may slowphase of 12F1M7. Based on their observations, neither

of which we could reproduce either on 11- or on the helix rewinding such that it does not occur during
a.c. switching. This hypothesis is strengthened by the12 F1M7, they propose that this temperature region in

fact exhibits more than one phase. Panarin et al. noticed fact that they observed the full-pitch SmC* selective
re� ection band, showing that the helix must have beena blurry image on the way to switching the sample to

the unwound synclinic state at low temperatures of the tilted in their sample [28]. Hence, the alignment layer
must induce quite a strong director anchoring at theSmC* phase. While the behaviour of the SmC* phase in

our study was perfectly normal, we did observe such a surface, restricting the tilt angle with respect to the surface
such that the whole layer structure tilts. With increasingblurry state during switching within the SmC*

1/4 phase,
the phase which bounds the SmC* phase on the low tilt angle on cooling through SmC*, it is not unreason-

able that the reformation of the helix after unwindingtemperature side. As described below, the SmC*
1/4 phase

exhibits a � eld-induced intermediate state producing a becomes increasingly hindered by such a surface anchor-
ing. We observed the same inclined helix in homeotropicconoscopic image reminiscent of that of the unwound

SmC*
1/3 phase. While switching from the simple unwound cells (not further discussed in this work due to the

undesired geometry) , while the free-standing � lms showedSmC*
1/4 state (� gure 4, upper row, Ô 700 V pictures) to
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Figure 3. Switching behaviour as observed by conoscopy in the SmC* phase of 11F1M7 and the SmC*
a

phase of 10F1M7. The
micrographs are obtained using monochromatic light with a wavelength l 5 435 nm. Below the conoscopic images possible
corresponding director structures based on the distorted clock model are sketched. The electric � eld is directed horizontally.
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Figure 4. Switching behaviour as observed through conoscopy in the SmC*
1/4 phase of 11F1M7 and the SmC*

1/3 phase of 10F1M7.
The micrographs are obtained using monochromatic light with a wavelength l 5 435 nm. Below the conoscopic images
possible corresponding director structures, based on the distorted clock model, are sketched. Note that the sketch for the
SmC*

1/3 phase at 0 V illustrates the relaxed, helical state of the phase. It is thus not equivalent to the corresponding micrograph
which re� ects the dynamic behaviour.

only the half-pitch band SmC* re� ection (§ 3.1.2), which switched, synclinic, state. It therefore seems that, in
the SmC*

1/4 phase, it is possible to unwind the helix byis consistent with a non-tilted helix. We will return to
the issue of the SmC* phase in these materials, and how means of an electric � eld of moderate strength, inducing

only a slight distortion of the equilibrium antipolar unitit is aŒected by surface action, in § 3.2.1.
The SmC*

1/4 phase also showed a rather complex cell con� guration. On increasing the � eld strength further,
the conoscopic image changed drastically at a thresholdresponse to the applied triangular a.c. � eld (� gure 4,

upper row). When the voltage passed through zero, the � eld of approximately 0.9 V mm Õ 1. The macroscopic
indicatrix was now clearly tilted perpendicular to the � eld,conoscopic image revealed a non-tilted uniaxial macro-

scopic indicatrix. With 435 nm wavelength illumination, while it was biaxial with the optic axes in a plane parallel
to the � eld. This image very much resembles that of thethe images of the n 5 11 and n 5 12 homologues had

bright centres with the cross being barely visible; this is unwound SmC*
1/3 image (see below) but with a larger

indicatrix tilt. A possible explanation is that the thresholda clear indication that the SmC*
1/4 structure is optically

active. However, at a wavelength of 600 nm, the optical � eld corresponds to a transition from the polarization-
cancelling con� guration proposed in the distorted clockactivity had diminished such that the cross was clearly

visible. In 10F1M7, � nally, the cross was always clearly model to a non-cancelling structure where the director
points more or less in the same direction in three outvisible and no sign of optical activity was observed in

this phase regardless of the wavelength used (the wave- of the four layers comprising the unit cell; cf. � gure 4,
left and right ends of the upper section. The maximumlengths were in this study of course limited to the visible

spectrum). voltage of the ampli� er was insu� cient to achieve the
synclinic state (analogous to unwound SmC*) whichWith an applied � eld of 0.7 V mm Õ 1, the isogyres

separate by a large distance perpendicular to the � eld must be the � nal state in the switching process.
In the SmC*

1/3 phase (� gure 4, lower section) the iso-direction for all three homologues. This means that the
indicatrix biaxiality is high and that the helix must gyres split along the direction of the applied � eld even at

intermediate � eld strengths. Furthermore, the indicatrixtherefore be unwound or close to unwound. However,
in contrast to what was observed in the SmC* phase, clearly tilted perpendicular to the � eld. Starting out

from the disturbed clock model three-layer unit cell, thisthe image now stayed almost centred along the viewing
direction, even though a careful look at the outer isogyres may be explained by two of the three directors being

distorted towards the same direction, resulting in a non-reveals that the indicatrix did in fact tilt slightly (about
1 ß –3 ß ). The liquid crystal was thus still far from the fully polarization-cancelling structure. Again, the magnitude
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of the maximum � eld strength was insu� cient to produce
a synclinic structure. An interesting observation , common
to all three homologues, is that the image at zero volts
in this phase was both tilted and biaxial, and very
blurred, even at a switching frequency as low as 1 Hz.
First slightly after passing 0 V, we observed the ‘relaxed’
uniaxial indicatrix which was, however, tilted in this
state. This hysteresis indicates that the relaxation back
to the initial helical state is very slow in this phase.

In � gure 4, the director con� gurations of the four-
and three-layer unit cell phases have been drawn to
conform with the conoscopy observations and also with
the dielectric spectroscopy results. They imply that the
mesoscopic polarization [15] is zero in SmC*

1/4 but non-
zero in SmC*

1/3 . The con� gurations are consistent with
a distorted clock model which was also recently deduced
by other methods by Johnson et al. [7]. However, the
SmC*

1/4 phase in the 10F1M7 compound showed no sign
of optical activity and thus may have a structure com-
patible with the undisturbed clock model (the absence
of optical activity in the clock model descriptions of
SmC*

1/4 and SmC*
1/3 is the main objection to the model

[3]). Obviously, it could very well be possible that such
a four-layer period may exhibit slightly diŒerent structures
in diŒerent compounds.

In the SmC*
A phase of all homologues, only a small

splitting of the isogyres perpendicular to the � eld direction
was observed at maximum � eld strength. This splitting,
which was much smaller than in the other tilted phases,
can be attributed to an incomplete helix unwinding.

3.1.2. T ransmittance measurements
Selective re� ections within the wavelength range of

the spectrophotomete r were easily distinguished as a
sharp dip in the transmittance spectrum, occurring at a
wavelength equal to the helical pitch multiplied by the
average refractive index [29]. The selective re� ection
wavelength values thus obtained are given in � gure 5.
In the SmC*

A phase, the pitch was found to become
shorter with increasing length of the molecular terminal
chain, and for all three homologues it decreased with
increasing temperature, most conspicuously in 10F1M7.
In the SmC* phase (only present in the n 5 11 and n 5 12
homologues) , the pitch variation with temperature was
larger and strongly non-linear. The relationship between Temperature / °C
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terminal chain length and pitch was the opposite of that
Figure 5. Selective re� ection wavelength as a function of

for the SmC*
A case; the maximum selective re� ection temperature for (a) 10F1M7, (b) 11F1M7 and (c) 12F1M7.

wavelength of 12F1M7 was slightly larger than that of A selective re� ection wavelength of 500 nm roughly corre-
sponds to a 300 nm helical pitch. The dashed lines indicate11F1M7 (460 and 445 nm, respectively) .
the approximate borders of the subphase region.Also for 10F1M7, we performed transmittance measure-

ments in the temperature range between SmC*
1/4 and

SmA*—both in the relaxed state and with an electric SmC* phase. However, under no circumstances could we
detect a selective re� ection in this phase. Had the phase� eld applied across the � lm—in order to verify that the

phase here is really SmC*
a

and not a very short pitch been SmC*, a selective re� ection would be expected at
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169Phases and con� nement eVects in AFL Cs

least under application of an intermediate electric � eld;
that is, a � eld strong enough to expand and distort the
helix, producing a full-pitch band re� ection [30], but
below the threshold for complete unwinding.

In the temperature range of SmC*
1/3 and SmC*

1/4 ,
no selective re� ection dip was observed in any of the
compounds, a result which we attribute to the long pitch
in these phases, producing a selective re� ection at a
wavelength beyond the measuring range of our spectro-
photometer. Still, in the case of 11F1M7, valuable infor-
mation on the helicoidal structure in these phases was
gathered from the spectra. The transmittance at 700 nm,
outside the selective re� ection band, was measured through-
out the whole mesophase range. Within the temperature
range of the long pitch subphases, a pronounced mini-
mum in the transmittance level was observed both on
heating and on cooling, cf. � gure 6. We attribute this
decrease (typically from 90% to 80% transmission) to a
maximum in director � uctuations producing a highly
scattering sample. Such � uctuations are typical of a helix
inversion, and we have observed the same eŒect at helix
inversions within the SmC* or SmC*

A phases of other
compounds [31]. The � uctuations could also be the result
of a phase transition, and indeed each phase transition

in the studied temperature range can be correlated with
a small, but clearly visible transmittance dip in � gure 6.
As only one dip is seen in the temperature range between
SmC*

A and SmC*, we believe that the SmC*
1/3–SmC*

1/4
transition and the helix inversion actually take place

Sm C
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*

 Sm C
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*   
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simultaneously. A helix inversion within this subphase Figure 6. Transmittance level far from the wavelength of
temperature range is to be expected, as the SmC* and selective re� ection as a function of temperature for 11F1M7.

The dip-like minima in transmittance, occurring at theSmC*
A helices have opposite handedness, as con� rmed by

temperatures indicated by the dashed lines, presumablyobserving the � lms in re� ection through circular polarizers.
correspond to increased levels of scattering, which may

In all three homologues, the measured pitch values
be expected at a phase transition. The very prominent dip

at each temperature were similar on heating and on within the SmC*
1/3 /SmC*

1/4 temperature range, in addition
cooling. However, while the SmC*–SmC*

1/4 transition probably re� ects the helix inversion.

temperature was virtually independent of temperature
scan direction, the temperature at which the SmC*

A were detected, even though this was more di� cult than
selective re� ection appeared on cooling was between in conventional samples of the same thickness. This was
1 K (12F1M7) and 3.5 K (11F1M7) lower than the due to the unusually small electrode area of the wedge
temperature at which it disappeared on heating. Such cells (approximately a factor of ten smaller than in
strong supercooling, also observed for the SmC*

1/3– standard test cells), resulting in a signal strength too low
SmC*

1/4 transition in � gure 6, is a clear sign that the to allow modes of very low susceptibility to be easily
phase transition is of the � rst order. We will pursue distinguished. The transition to the SmC*

1/3 phase was
the discussion on the nature of the phase transitions recognized by the gradual development of the prominent
later in the paper. low frequency helix distortion (‘Goldstone’) mode (in

the following text referred to as the HD-mode) , demon-
strating that the phase can have a non-zero mesoscopic

3.2. Behaviour of the compounds con� ned in cells
polarization. This occurred at approximatel y 76.5, 70 and

3.2.1. Dielectric spectroscopy
79.5 ß C in 10-, 11- and 12 F1M7†, respectively, values

The dielectric absorption spectra obtained at large
cell gaps d (> 30 mm) give clear evidence of the diŒerent †The dielectric spectra of the n 5 12 homologue are omitted
phases present in the three homologues. In the SmC*

A for space-saving reasons. Qualitatively, this compound behaves
much like 11F1M7.phase, the two weak modes typical for this phase [32]
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170 J. P. F. Lagerwall et al.

which agree well with the results of the transmittance
measurements on the free-standing � lms.

In contrast to the case of the SmC* HD-mode, the
susceptibility of this mode in SmC*

1/3 was found to vary
much throughout the phase temperature range in all
three homologues. As the susceptibility of the HD-mode
is proportional to the pitch and mesoscopic polarization
squared [33], this behaviour suggests that either one of
these parameters, or both, change drastically with tem-
perature within the SmC*

1/3 phase‡. If the variation is in
the mesoscopic polarization, this implies that the three-
layer unit cell changes con� guration continuously within
the phase. Close to the borders of the phase temperature
range, where the susceptibility is very low, it would
correspond to the polarization-cancelling undistorted clock
model, i.e. the unit cell is characterized by a constant
phase angle diŒerence Dw between two consecutive
layers. In the middle of the phase, where the susceptibility
of the mode was found to be large, the structure would
be better described by a distorted clock model, pro-
ducing a non-zero mesoscopic polarization. The other
explanation, a strongly temperature-dependent pitch, is
supported by the response of 10F1M7 at a 10 mm cell
gap on heating (� gure 7, middle). Directly after the
SmC*

A–SmC*
1/3 transition, the absorption increased in

a manner similar to the d 5 46 mm case. Long before
reaching the maximum level observed in the thick sample,
however, it now stabilized and then exhibited a plateau
for the rest of the phase temperature range, 77–79 ß C.
This suggests that the 10 mm sample very soon became
‘thin’ in comparison with a rapidly diverging pitch on
heating from SmC*

A , and thus the helix was expelled.
The absorption seen throughout the remainder of the
phase was then at this cell gap no longer related to
a helix distortion, but to phase angle � uctuations in
the surface-stabiliz ed structure, not representative for the
bulk SmC*

1/3 phase. As the central absorption frequency
of the SmC*

1/3 HD-mode is in the order of Hz or lower,
and hence outside the measuring range of our equipment,
we cannot presently draw any conclusions regarding
the temperature dependence of the relaxation time of the
mode. A low frequency study of the mode could probably

Heating

Heating

Cooling

46 µm

10 µm

2 µm

resolve the question of which parameter varies most
Figure 7. Dielectric loss spectra for three diŒerent thicknesseswithin the phase, since a pitch variation will be re� ected

in the wedge cell with 10F1M7. The � rst two spectra are
in the absorption frequency, while a polarization variation obtained on heating, the third on cooling. As a guide to
will not [34]. the eye, vertical lines have been drawn connecting the

values on the axes to the grid of the spectrum.The transition between SmC*
1/3 and SmC*

1/4 , a phase
exhibiting no strong absorptions, and hence consistent
with a zero mesoscopic polarization model, was in all

three homologues di� cult to locate distinctly (cf. the
example of 11F1M7 in � gure 8, upper row). The diŒuse

‡The tilt angle and the elastic constant also enter the
transition implies a large degree of coexistence betweenexpression for the HD-mode susceptibility, but it is less likely
the two subphases. Furthermore, the transitions to, fromthat these parameters exhibit large variations within the phase

temperature range. and between these subphases occurred with supercooling
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171Phases and con� nement eVects in AFL Cs

Heating Cooling

45  µm

14.5  µm

2.3  µm

Figure 8. Dielectric loss spectra on heating and on cooling for three diŒerent thicknesses in the wedge cell with 11F1M7. The
behaviour of 12F1M7 is similar but the subphase temperature range is much larger in 11F1M7, making it easier to distinguish
the typical response of these phases. As a guide to the eye, vertical lines have been drawn connecting the values on the axes
to the grid of the spectrum. The cooling measurement at 45 mm cell gap was started at 87 ß C, but for comparative reasons the
data are plotted with the same scale as the other spectra.

in all three homologues, while the SmA*–SmC* or SmA*– due to surface pinning eŒects. The supercooling and
phase coexistence are both indications that all internalSmC*

a
transitions occurred at the same temperature

regardless of the direction of temperature change. Except transitions within the chiral smectic C phase family are
� rst order, while the transition between orthogonal andfor the case of the SmC*–SmC*

1/4 transition, the same
supercooling eŒects were also clearly observed in the tilted smectics is mainly second order.

In the SmC* phase at large cell gaps, both 11- andspectrophotometri c studies on free-standing � lms. This
proves that the phenomena, at least in the cases of the 12 F1M7 showed a response typical of the phase, charac-

terized by a stable high susceptibility HD-mode with aSmC*
1/4–SmC*

1/3 and SmC*
1/3–SmC*

A transitions, were not
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172 J. P. F. Lagerwall et al.

central absorption frequency of approximately 5 kHz. In
contrast, the large cell gap response of 10F1M7 between
the SmC*

1/4 and SmA* phases was dominated by the
soft mode, peaking at the low temperature boundary of
SmA*. Such a behaviour is to be expected in the SmC*

a
phase which, due to the small tilt and extremely short
pitch, should only exhibit a very weak HD-mode.

Two major observations were common to all three
homologues when decreasing the cell gap, but the eŒects
were most important in the two homologues exhibiting
the synclinic SmC* phase (see left sequence of � gure 8).
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fsurface mode
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Figure 9. The absorption frequency of the surface-inducedFirst, the development of the subphases was clearly
mode as a function of cell gap for 12F1M7 and the bestaŒected. Both from dielectric and from textural studies
� t to the f ~d Õ 2 relationship proposed for such a mode

it seemed that the SmC*
1/3 phase was completely sup-

by Novotna et al. [35] and Bourny et al. [9].
pressed in thin cells, on cooling as well as on heating.
We would like to stress that the surface in� uence from
cells which are conventionally regarded as being rather induced mode in 11F1M7 did not disappear at all, but

only slightly diminished in intensity around 65 ß C onthick was enough to alter the dielectric spectrum com-
pletely. For instance, for 11F1M7 at d 5 14.5 mm the cooling (cf. � gure 8, lower row). On reheating, the mode

existed unchanged throughout the whole SmC*
A bulkSmC*

1/3 HD-mode had almost disappeared (� gure 8,
middle row). In thinner cells the mode was completely temperature range, as well as that of SmC*

1/3 and SmC*
1/4 ,

but at the transition to the SmC* phase a distinct stepabsent and, moreover, the texture revealed no sign of
the phase appearing. Due to its very weak dielectric in the absorption level was detected. We thus conclude

that the mode can exist also in the SmC*
A phase, orresponse, it was more di� cult to draw any clear cut

conclusions regarding the existence of the SmC*
1/4 phase. perhaps in a mixture of SmC* and SmC*

A , even though
the temperature range of such coexistence would thenIt is impossible to distinguish it from a superheated

SmC*
A , and a coexisting supercooled SmC* component be quite remarkable.

Panarin et al. [16, 22] have observed the same modewould completely cover any SmC*
1/4 response.

The other striking eŒect of cell gap reduction was the in 12F1M7 as well as in other AFLC compounds, not
discussed here. They interpret its appearance as a signappearance of a surface-induced mode, not present in

the d~45 mm measurements. Two diŒerent types appeared of a phase transition from the normal SmC* to a phase
they denote ‘FiLC’, coinciding in temperature with thedepending on whether or not the compound exhibited

a SmC* phase. In 11- and 12 F1M7 the frequency of observations of the blurry switching image during cono-
scopy studies (see § 3.1.1). As they � nd the absorptionthe mode is solely determined by the cell geometry; the

lower the cell gap, the higher the absorption frequency. frequency of the new mode to be the same as that of the
HD-mode in SmC*

1/3 , and as the normal SmC* HD-modeThis behaviour is reminiscent of the surface-induced
director-twist � uctuation described by Novotna et al. is clearly still present, they suggest that the new phase in

fact is a coexistence of ferri- and ferroelectric structures.[35] (referred to by them as ‘thickness mode’) for the
SmC* phase of FLCs, as well as of the surface layer However, they fail to recognize the strong cell gap

dependence of the absorption frequency of the newmode proposed by Bourny et al. [9] for the SmC*
phase of AFLCs. In both cases, the absorption frequency mode. This dependence clearly shows that the mode is

connected to a surface-induced structure and cannotshould follow an inverse square relationship with the
cell gap. Also in our case it was possible to � t such a thus be a feature of the liquid crystal phase in itself.

Furthermore, bearing in mind how the SmC*
1/3 (thefunction quite well to the data; see � gure 9. Similar to

the reports of Bourny et al., the mode in our case only well established phase which could possibly be
regarded as ferrielectric) response is easily quenched evendeveloped most easily close to the low temperature

border of the SmC* phase, and on heating it was in fact by moderate surface action, the explanation of Panarin
et al. would imply a vanishing of the mode, rather thanpresent just after the SmC*

1/4–SmC* transition even at
d~45 mm. Between d 5 10 and d 5 15 mm, it dominated the increased importance observed here, on decreasing

the cell gap (see � gure 8). The dependence on cell gapmuch of the SmC* spectrum in all measurements. In
cooling runs at these cell gaps, it was also obvious that of the temperature at which the new mode appears, in

addition to the fact that the normal SmC* HD-modethe mode (and thus the structure giving rise to it), was
heavily supercooled, with the eŒect of completely cover- seems little disturbed by its appearance, also contradicts

the idea that a change of thermodynamic phase is involved.ing any subphase response. At d 5 2 mm, the surface-
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173Phases and con� nement eVects in AFL Cs

On the other hand, it is possible that the SmC* phase
exhibited by 11- and 12 F1M7, and probably by any
antiferroelectric liquid crystal exhibiting this phase, is
inherently diŒerent from the SmC* phases of standard
FLC materials. The tendency towards antipolar, anticlinic
order in AFLCs may disturb the synclinic, synpolar order
of the SmC* phase, probably most severely close to the
low temperature border of the phase. These ideas, com-
patible with the reasoning of Bourny et al. [9] and Pavel
et al. [10], will be presented in detail separately [12].

In both the director-twist model of Novotna et al.
and the surface-layer mode model of Bourny et al.,
the mechanism behind the absorption is a � uctuation
in a surface-induced inhomogeneous polarization con-
� guration within each layer. Also in our case, such a
� uctuation is most certainly the underlying mechanism,
but it is not yet clear which of the models, if any,
correctly describes the behaviour. Further studies are
being performed in order to elucidate the true nature of
the absorption and the results will be presented elsewhere
[12]. What can clearly be seen at the present stage, is
that the mode can appear in any phase within the chiral
smectic C family.

In order to investigate the behaviour of the surface-
induced mode in a standard measurement cell during
switching studies, a run was also performed on a uniform
4 mm measurement cell (both substrates coated with
polyimide, antiparallel bu� ng) with 11F1M7, where
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impedance scans were taken both with an applied bias Figure 10. The real part of the dielectric permittivity at
d.c. � eld (above the threshold for switching to the syn- 447 Hz as a function of temperature for 10F1M7 in

samples of varying thickness. The phase transition temper-clinic state) and directly after releasing the � eld. While
atures indicated in the � gure are based on the 46 mmall modes except the soft mode were fully suppressed
measurements, drawn with black lines. On reducing the cellin the d.c. ON spectrum, the spectrum obtained after
gap, the SmC*

1/3 HD-mode is � rst enhanced at d 5 31 mm,
removing the bias fully resembled that of the correspond- but then suppressed below the d 5 46 mm response at
ing d.c.-free run on the wedge cell, including the large lower cell gaps. Note also how the response on cooling

becomes dominated by a surface-induced mode whendegree of supercooling of the surface-induced mode. This
reducing the cell gap.means that one must consider, at least in the case of

thin cells, the possibility of a non-uniform polarization
con� guration being present in any chiral smectic C phase.

was barely visible in the d 5 46 mm measurement, but itAs this is always connected to a non-uniform director,
grew stronger with decreasing value of d (cf. � gures 7and hence optic axis, structure, such a state may also
and 10). The intensity was very temperature dependent,severely aŒect the results of other investigation tech-
with a maximum some degrees below the SmA*–SmC*

aniques, e.g. electro-optical studies. There is thus a call
transition. At d <10 mm this maximum absorption intensityfor care when analysing experimental results on the
was much higher than that of the soft mode, cf. � gure 10.various chiral smectic C phases obtained in samples
One may therefore get the erroneous impression thatthinner than, say, 25 mm, in particular if these are from
the soft mode maximum, and hence the actual phaseobservations made on cooling.
transition, is shifted downwards in temperature whenThe homologue without a normal synclinic SmC*
decreasing the cell gap§. A similar SmC*

a
absorption hasphase, 10F1M7, also developed a surface-induced, or

been observed by Simeão et al. [36] where it is said toperhaps surface-ampli� ed, absorption when the cell gap
was reduced, but this was of a slightly diŒerent nature.

§Some supercooling of the SmA*–SmC*
a

transition probably
No ‘typical’ HD-mode was observed in the SmC*

a
phase is induced by reducing the cell gap, as is suggested by the

regardless of cell gap, but there was clearly another electro-optical studies to be discussed. This eŒect is, however,
not at all as large as the dielectric spectra may suggest.mode active in addition to the soft mode. This mode
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174 J. P. F. Lagerwall et al.

be ‘triggered’ by the soft mode. It is unclear to us what
is meant by this, but seeing how the mode increases
greatly in magnitude when reducing the cell gap, we
� nd it most probable that the mode re� ects � uctuations
in a surface-induced structure. This could either be a
structure similar to that found in the other homologues,
or it could be a coexistence of bulk SmC*

a
and a

SmC*-like structure close to the surfaces, giving rise to
a measurable HD-mode, supported by the synclinic/
synpolar surface-ordering [18]. The � rst alternative is,
however, not really compatible with the observed strong
temperature dependence of the absorption frequency
and intensity of the mode.

A third observation related to the reduction of d
was that all supercooling eŒects grew stronger in thin
cells, hence supporting the idea that synclinic structures
are promoted by surface in� uence. In particular, both
surface-induced modes had a strong tendency to super-
cooling. Also the SmC*

1/3–SmC*
A transition, which for

10F1M7 was distinguished down to d 5 7 mm, was pushed
downwards in temperature as the measurement cell gap
was reduced.

3.2.2. T extures at large cell gap
During all dielectric spectroscopy measurements the

planar texture in a thick (d~35 mm) part of the cell was
monitored to assess the possibility of directly correlating
changes in texture with changes in the dielectric spectrum.
Examples of the textures formed on cooling from the
isotropic phase are given for 10F1M7 and 12F1M7 in
� gures 11 and 12, respectively. The presence or absence
of the synclinic SmC* phase obviously has a large
eŒect on the textures of the other tilted smectic phases.
The 11- and 12 F1M7 homologues showed very similar
texture sequences, while 10F1M7, exhibiting no synclinic
SmC* phase, diŒered from the others in several respects,
at least at d > 35 mm.

The SmA*–SmC*
a

transition in 10F1M7 (see � gure 11)

=-2.5 ¡ C) 

SmA*
(T =+0.5 ¡ C)r

100 µm

SmC *
(

a

Tr

SmC *
(

1/4

T =-5 ¡ C)r

SmC *
(

1/3

T =-8 ¡ C)r

SmC *
(

A

T =-11¡ C)r

did not produce any drastic changes in texture. Only
Figure 11. Textures formed on cooling from the isotropic

a slight rippling of the backs of the focal-conics, and a phase of planar-aligned 10F1M7 at ~35 mm cell gap.
weak pink colour tone distinguish SmC*

a
from SmA*. Temperatures are given in relation to the transition from

the orthogonal SmA* phase. The sample is placed betweenThe transition to SmC*
1/4 , on the other hand, was easily

crossed polarizers, the directions of which are approxi-spotted in spite of the paramorphotic character of all
mately vertical/horizontal. Note the breaking-up of the

textures. First, the long pitch of this phase led to the
disclination lines at the centres of the focal conics, within

appearance of coarse stripes (pitch lines) parallel to the the two subphases SmC*
1/3 and SmC*

1/4. The lines closest
layers. The second, and more surprising observation was to the vertical direction are the ellipses, while the almost

horizontal lines are the hyperbolae.that the dark crosses of the confocal domains, i.e. the
perspectivic crossings of disclination ellipses and hyper-
bolae [37], separated into two halves within this phase intact longer, but in the SmC*

1/3 phase, which exhibited
the greatest separation of the singularity lines as well asas well as in the SmC*

1/3 phase. A careful look at the
texture images reveals that the ellipse had a particular the most coarsely striped texture, this was again clearly

broken. To our knowledge, this textural characteristictendency to break up. In fact, even in the SmA* phase
a slight zigzag modulation of the ellipse was seen in of the SmC*

1/4 and SmC*
1/3 subphases has not been

reported before. At present we are uncertain about thesome focal conics. The hyperbolic disclination line stayed
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175Phases and con� nement eVects in AFL Cs

such that the helix unwinding commences, hence giving
rise to striping along the layers, we were able to see how
the layers were directed in the two ribbon types. In the
former type, the layers were perpendicular to the rubbing
direction, as in SmA*, while the defect-rich ribbon type
proved to contain horizontal chevrons. In general these
ribbons consisted of two halves in which the layer
normal was inclined at a positive angle, typically 20 ß –30 ß ,
in one half, and at the same angle but with negative
sign, in the other.

The transition to the SmC*
1/4 phase produced a drastic

texture change, as can be seen in the two lower pictures
of � gure 12. At the onset of the transition, coarse stripes
appeared, often with rather intense colours. At the same
time, parabolic defects invaded the texture, and these
grew in number at such speed that the texture had
completely changed when the phase transition was com-
pleted; see lower picture of � gure 12. Parabolic defects
appear as a result of dilative layer strain [38]. Such
strain appears at a sudden decrease in layer thickness
and the sudden explosion of parabolic defects at the
SmC*–SmC*

1/4 transition in both 11- and 12 F1M7 thus
indicates that this transition is connected with a discon-
tinuous decrease in molecular tilt. To corroborate this
hypothesis, a careful X-ray study should be made in the
vicinity of this transition.

The transition between SmC*
1/4 and SmC*

1/3 produced
no visible texture change in either 11F1M7 or 12F1M7.
On continued cooling to SmC*

A , the stripes gradually
disappeared, but the exact temperature of the transition
to this phase could not be obtained from texture studies

SmC*->
SmC *
(

1/4

T =-10 ¡ C)r

SmC*
(T =-4 ¡ C)r

SmA*
(T =+2¡ C)r

SmC *
(

1/4

T =-11.5¡ C)r

100 µm

alone.
Figure 12. Textures formed on cooling from the isotropic The textural descriptions given above, and the

phase of planar-aligned 12F1M7 at ~35 mm cell gap.
diŒerences between the samples, apply to rather largeTemperatures are given in relation to the transition from
cell gaps. The defects generated as the temperature wasthe orthogonal SmA* phase. The sample is placed between

crossed polarizers, the directions of which are approxi- lowered for 11F1M7 and 12F1M7 were actually also
mately vertical/horizontal. Note the drastic change in observed in 10F1M7, but at a much smaller cell gap
texture after the transition from SmC* to SmC*

1/4. (~10 mm), again indicating that a lowering of the cell
gap enhances a synclinic ordering in chiral smectic C
phases.underlying nature of this change, which we also observed

in other compounds exhibiting these subphases and also
in standard uniform measurement cells. On continued 3.2.3. Preliminary electro-optical investigations

With the results from dielectric spectroscopy in mind,cooling, the onset of SmC*
A was easily recognized by the

focal-conic disclinations reforming the normal crosses one would also of course like to perform electro-optical
investigations in cells su� ciently thick for no surface-(� gure 11, lowest picture). In fact, the SmC*

A texture of
10F1M7 looked very similar to that of SmC*

a
. induced structures to develop. This would, however,

mean utilizing cells with d > 30 mm and as it is not easyAt the SmA*–SmC* transition that occurrs in the two
other homologues, two types of fairly broad ribbons to obtain a homogeneous mono-domain alignment in

such cells, we have chosen to study cells with d < 10 mm,appeared, directed along the bu� ng direction. One type
had a smooth, slightly reddish, dark texture, while the realizing that many of the results may be attributed to a

surface-generate d structure rather than to the architectureother was distinguished by a � shskin-like set of defects
rendering these areas much brighter in the polarizing of the bulk phase under study.

In all cells the magnitude of the observed hysteresismicroscope image; see the example of 12F1M7 in
� gure 12. By applying an electric � eld over the sample decreased with decreasing frequency. In the d~1.4 mm
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cells with 12F1M7, the switching was SmC*-like but showed a larger diŒerence in switching behaviour between
the diŒerent mesophases, even in thin cells. Comparingwith a smooth change in transmission (‘V-shape’-like)

throughout the whole mesophase range below SmA*, see with the dielectric spectroscopy results, this indicates
that in 12F1M7 the switching behaviour was dominated� gure 13, right column. In contrast, 10F1M7 (� gure 14)
by the response of the supercooled surface-induced
SmC* state even at temperatures well below the bulk
temperature range of SmC*. The response of 10F1M7,
which did not possess the surface-induced mode in
SmC*

A even in the thinnest part of the wedge cell, can
be regarded as more representative of the bulk phase
structure. This illustrates that the switching behaviour
in thin cells with AFLCs exhibiting a SmC* phase, in
general cannot be attributed to the bulk phase but rather
to the particular geometry (or even the thermodynamic
phase) which is stable under the condition of the closely
spaced polar surfaces. It has previously been shown [18]
that so-called ‘V-shaped switching’, a very attractive
mode for electro-optical devices, can be related to a
surface-induced, polarization-stabilized twisted structure
in SmC*. As the smooth switching behaviour of 12F1M7

SmC *
(T = -7.4 )

1/4

r ¡ C

SmC *
(T = -12.5 )

1/3

r ¡ C

Bulk phase ~9.6 µm sample ~1.4 µm sample

is only observed at very low frequencies, and is in general
Figure 13. Electro-optical switching characteristics of ~9.6

not hysteresis-free, it is of no interest from an appli-and ~1.4 mm samples of (S)-12F1M7 at temperatures
cational point of view, but it is probably the result of awhere the bulk material is in the SmC*

1/4 and SmC*
1/3

phases, respectively. Temperatures are given in relation to similar kind of surface-generated twist.
the transition from the orthogonal SmA* phase; the switch- Of note is the apparent tristate switching observed
ing frequency is 0.1 Hz. While the SmC*

1/4 and SmC*
1/3 in the (nominally) SmC*

a
phase of 10F1M7 in both the

responses at d~9.6 mm diŒer from that of SmC*, the
9.6 mm (� gure 14, upper row) and 3.9 mm thick cells.SmC* response of the 1.4 mm sample remains far below
This behaviour is consistent with previous observationsthe low temperature limit of SmC* in bulk. This indicates

that phase and structure transitions are suppressed in the on the SmC*
a

phase [39, 40]. Interestingly, in the same
thin cell. temperature range, the thinnest cell (1.4 mm) exhibited

only a weak electroclinic response (� gure 14, upper row,
right column), suggesting that the surface action induced
a supercooling of the SmA* phase.

The electro-optical response in the temperature range
where the bulk sample is in the SmC*

1/3 or SmC*
1/4 phase,

is characterized by ‘steps’ in the transmission at a voltage
below complete switching to the ferroelectric state. This
is most clearly seen in the 0.1 Hz curves obtained with
~10 mm thick samples. While this behaviour was easily
suppressed by decreasing the cell gap for 12F1M7, some
apparent subphase behaviour appeared to be preserved
in the thinnest cell of 10F1M7. As this material does
not possess a SmC* phase it may be regarded as a more
strongly anticlinic (or weaker synclinic) material than
the other homologues. For this reason the SmC*

1/3 and
SmC*

1/4 phases may not be entirely suppressed by the
Figure 14. Electro-optical switching characteristics of ~9.6

increased synpolar/synclinic surface interaction of theand ~1.4 mm samples of (S)-10F1M7 at temperatures
thin cell, as they seem to be in 12F1M7.where the bulk material is in the SmC*

a
, SmC*

1/4 and
SmC*

1/3 phases. Temperatures are given in relation to the
transition from the orthogonal SmA* phase; the switching 4. Conclusions
frequency is 0.1 Hz. Note the electroclinic-like switching in The investigated compounds all exhibit SmC*

A , SmC*
1/3 ,

the d~1.4 mm sample at temperatures where the bulk
SmC*

1/4 and SmA* phases in the bulk. 10F1M7 exhibitssample has changed from SmA* to SmC*
a

. The reduction
a SmC*

a
phase between the latter two phases, while thein cell gap thus seems to induce a supercooling of the

SmA* phase. corresponding phase in the other homologues is SmC*.
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Supercooling and phase coexistence tendencies are often valuable discussions . Financial support from the European
ORCHIS network, the Swedish Foundation for Strategicobserved at transitions between two phases of the chiral

smectic C family, both in cells and in free-standing � lms. Research and the Royal Physiographic Society (Lund,
Sweden) is gratefully acknowledged.This suggests that all such transitions are � rst order.
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